Model: MDCSW - Medium Duty Channel Slider Bed Wide Belt Conveyor

**OVERALL LENGTH**

12"    12"

**BED LENGTH**

(OVERALL LENGTH - 24")

**MAXIMUM BED LENGTH**

19"

**MINIMUM CLEARANCE**

REQUIRED

19"

**SUPPORT CENTERS**

AS REQUIRED

**ELEVATION A**

**BELT PATH**

**SPLICE PLATE**

AS REQUIRED

**RETURN ROLLER**

Ø 2.5"

**FLOW (SPEED)**

**SNUBBER ROLLER**

Ø 3.5"

**END DRIVE, BOTTOM RIGHT HAND (SHOWN)**

**END DRIVE, BOTTOM LEFT HAND (OPPOSITE)**

**SPECIFICATIONS**

**BELT WIDTH:** 54", 60", 66", 72"

**BEGINNING ELEVATION:** 9" - 126"

**LENGTH:** 60" - 1200"

**ENDING ELEVATION:** 9" - 126"

**SPEED:** 15 - 150 FPM

**BELT:** Standard is Trackmate 120 EMB embossed cover with clipper lace. Optional belts include Trackmate rough top, Trackmate friction cover, Trackmate longitudinal groove, food grade white PVC & plied rubber slip top. Other belt options available. V-belt construction is available.

**DRIVE:** Standard drive is an end drive, bottom right hand. Optional drives include end drive, bottom left hand; side drive right or left hand side; center drive right or left hand side.

**MOTOR:** 3/4 HP through 2 HP. Energy efficient, inverter duty & brake motors also available. Voltages include 120/1/60, 230/3/60, 460/3/60, 575/3/60 & DC Voltage

**SUPPORT CENTERS:** Standard supports are floor supports on 10' centers. Optional floor supports on 5' centers; Ceiling supports on 5' & 10' centers.

**GUARDRAIL:** Optional 2.5", 4.0" & 6.0"; 8ga bolt on channel.

**FRAME FINISH:** Standard finish is OSHA safety blue powder. Optional colors include green, beige, gray, orange, black and yellow.
Model: MDCSW - Medium Duty Channel Slider Bed Wide Belt Conveyor
NOTE: PULLEYS ARE GROOVED TO ACCOMMODATE THE V-BELT